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ABSTRACT

llesearch on self-control has enjoyed tremendous growth over the past few decades, as researchers
llom a variety ofdisciplines have tested different self-control techniques in different domains ofself-
eontrol. The result has been a proliferation oftheories, models, and approaches, each offering impor-
lrttrt, but so far largely unrelated insights. The lack of a unifying framework has been an imp-ediment
lo the development ofan incremental science ofself-control, and has left researchers struggling to
|clate their work to that of others. In this chapter, we present a general model of self-control, which
we call the cybernetic Process model of self-control. This model integrates two existing models-
()ybernetic control theory (Carver & Scheier, 1982) and the process irodel of emotionlregulation
(( iross, 1998b)-and describes the process through which tempting impulses arise and -.y L. ,"grr-
lrrted' The cybernetic Process model of self-control provides 

" 
.orr..pt,rut framework for organizlg

rlisparate findings from research on self-control, and serves us u.rr"ful aid in selecting and dlsignin!
ir l)propriate self-control techniques.

Kcywords: Self-control, self-regulation, emotion-regulation, delay of gratification, cybernetic pro-
t css, emotion' temPtation, reconstrual, suppression, reappraisal, response modulation, interveniion
rlcsign

Grrrrruc Oun Acr TocrrneR: Townno a
Geruennl Moorl oF SELF-CoNTRoL

l(csearch on self-control has been growing at an
trrcredible pace. Based on current publication
I rcrrds, the number of peer-reviewed articles on
rell'-control for 2001 to 2010 will be greater than
that of the four preceding decades put togeth-
er.r We now know that an individualt level of
relf'-control predicts important life outcomes
t ncl uding school performance, health behaviors,
nrrd substance abuse (Duckworth & Seligman,

2005; Mischel & Ayduk, 2004; Mischel, Shoda,
& Rodriguez, 1989). In the clinical domain, low
self-control is a central feature ofmany clinical
disorders (Heiby & Mearig, 2002; Strayhorn,
2002a; Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004),
as well as a reliable predictor of psychopathol-
ogy and problematic behaviors in children
(Eisenberg et a1.,2001; Krueger et al., 1996).

With so much research on self-control tak-
ing place, what do we know about ways in which
people can bolster their own self-control? What
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options does an individual have when facing
temptation? And which of these options, or
what combination of them, is best? Despite their
rmportance, the answers to these questions are
not as clear as we would like. part of th. .."ron
for this lies in the fact that our understanding of
self-control is currently hampered by the hcf, of
an integrative framework. presently, researchers
have no way of meaningfully relating their find_
ings to those ofothers in the field, arid the result
is a hodgepodge of techniques with which to
bolster self-control in specific domains or in spe_
cific situations, rather than a structured method
of prioritizing and choosing the most appropri_
ate techniques for the challenges at hanj.

Our goal in this chapter is to present an in_
tegrative framework that will enable researchers
and practitioners to use a shared language when
communicating their insights and findings. This,
in turn, will allow practitioners and rese-archers
to_systematically examine the etiology of the
diftculty that their client (or ,.r.u.".i, p"rii
cipant) is facing, determine the points that are
most amenable to intervention, and then select
or develop the most appropriate intervention.
Our main interest is in the behavioral_experi_
ential aspects of temptations and self_conirol.
However, our integrative framework may also
serve as a basis for neuropsychological study of
self-control, and thus help build briiges b",r,rl.*
researchers studying basic self_reguiatory pro_
cesses, researchers studying naturalistic human
behrvior, and practitioners who develop inter_
ventions for reallife
face in everyday life. 

temptations that people

MENTAT

external and internal contextual factors.

―

NS AND SELF― CoNTROL

The framework that we propose represents
the integration of two prior models: Cylernetic
control theory (Carver & Scheier, l9g2j and the
process model of emotion_regulation (Gross,
1998b, Gross & Thompson, ZOOT). The inte_
grated model provides an overarching frame_
work that clarifies the relations amongiifferent
self-control techniques and establishei u w"y to
prioritize diverse interventions. To provide a
foundation for this model, we begin Uy a.C"i"g
temptations and self_control. Wethen revi.*u.ri
compare the two existing models of self_control,
lntegrate them, and present a general model of
self-control. We explain the d]fferent typ; ;i

We define temptation as the impulse to behave
in a way that one fulty expects to regret at a later
time. Althoughpeople frequently behave in ways
that are potentially regrettable, our focus is on
behaviors that people fully expect to regret, even
before theyperform them. Note that th--is defini_
tion revolves around the beliefthat the individ_
ual holds about future rcgret prior to emittins
the behavior. Ifone fully.*p..t, to regret a cerl
tain behavior and yet desires to perfoim it, one
is experiencing temptation. It is possible that one
would take the action that one expects to regret
and later discover that one does noi regret it [.g.,
fohn chooses to stay in bed a few.*ti. -irr.rtl,despite knowing that he would be late for school
and expecting to regret his decision, but upon
arriving late at the school, he learns that his irst
class was cancelled). For our purposes, what
matters is whether in the moment of choice the
individual believes that the more immediately
appealing alternative will lead to regret.

Note also that this definition does not include
an element of probability ("Maybe I,ll regret
it, and maybe I won't.") _instead, one is ler_
tain that acting in accordance with the desired
behavior will lead to regret. More specifically,
people experience temptations when ihe go"t oi
experiencing a relatively small short_term gain,
is,c1mge1inS with the goal of e*perien.i_,g a
relatively large long_term gain G". f"Ut" t8i).
Pl *:. short-term goal of feeling l"r, upr.t
(achievable by drinking alcohol) -"y.o_i.t.withthe long-term goal ofstaying sober (achiev_
able by avoiding alcohol). Similarly, the short_
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TABLE 18-1.EXAMPLES OF TEMPTAT10NS AND NONTEMPTAT10NS

Short-Term Goal Long-Term Goal Se:f‐ Control Task

"femptations (conJlict between short-term and long-term goals)

Consuming alcohol

Staying in bed

Drinking water

Taking a nap

Remaining sober

Improving physical fitness

Avoiding dehydration
Being well-rested

Inhibiting alcohol consumption
Initiating exercising

N/A

N/A

NontemPtations (no conJlict between short-term and long-term goals)

Nofe: Temptations involve a conflict between a short-term goal and a long-term goal. In tempting situations, the
person realizes that acting in line with the short-term goal will result in failure to attain the long-term goal and
consequently lead to regret.

rnay feel drawn to act in a way that prevents the
nttainment of this goal (drink alcohol, stay in
bed and skip exercise), to experience a relatively
small but more immediate short-term gain.

Having defined temptation, we are now able

lo define self-control. Researchers have previ-
ously defined self-control as the ability to over-
ride pre-potent responses (Vohs, Baumeister, &
(liarocco, 2005), to overcome threats that short-
term goals pose to long-term goals (Fishbach &
'liope, 2005), or to act in accordance with per-
ceived self-interests (Loewenstein, 1996). In the
present context, we will use the term to denote
the ability to resist temptations. The form that self-

control takes depends on the temptation at hand.
l(eferring to the examples we listed in Table 18-1,
one might need to inhibit a certain impulse (e.g.,

.rvoid drinking alcohol despite the urge to do so)

or to initiate a behavior despite the impulse to
avoid doing so (e.g., starting to exercise despite
the urge to stay in bed). Self-control refers to act-
ing in line with one's long-term goal, despite the
allure ofa contradictory short-term goal.

ExrsrrNc Moorls oF SErF-CoNTRor

l)eople attempt to control various aspects of
their lives. Broadly speaking, people may try to
control extra-personal factors (such as the tem-
perature of the room, the Web site that their
computer is displaying, the behavior of people
rtround them, etc.), as well as infrapersonal fac-
tors (such as their mood, the tone of their voice,
their level of hunger, etc.). Such extrapersonal
and intrapersonal factors are typically tightly
linked, and people often attempt to influence

one by manipulating the other. Thus, to reduce
my hunger (intrapersonal), I may order a bur-
rito at a local store (thereby manipulating the
behavior ofthe sales person, which is extraper-
sonal for me). Similarly, to receive flight details
from a finicky voice-activated phone system
(extrapersonal), I may have to put effort into
enunciating clearly rather than screaming with
frustration (thereby controlling my own speech,

which is intrapersonal).
Two influential models describe ways in

which people exercise extra- and intrapersonal
control, with each model focusing mainlyon one
of these. The cybernetic control model (Carver,
2004; Carver & Scheier, 1982) describes ways in
which interactions with the environment give
rise to behavioral impulses, and then details
how such impulses are translated into behav-
iors that gradually change the environment. The
cybernetic control model is largely concerned
with the ways people manipulate and shape

their environments-how people exert extrap-
ersonal control. In addition, the cybernetic con-
trol model, although broadly applicable, does

not specify how individuals may change the
regulation process itself, thus rendering the reg-
ulation process blind to itself.

T}re process model of emotion regulation
(Gross, 1998b; Gross & Thompson, 2007) com-
plements the cybernetic control model by
delineating ways in which impulses can be mod-
ulated, albeit in the more specific field of emo-
tion research. The process model of emotion
regulation is largely concerned with ways in
which people attempt to alter their own emo-
tional experience and control their expression
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of this experience-how people exert intraper-
sonal control. Although the process model of
emotion-regulation applies to a comparatively
narrow domain (dealing only with emotions),
it offers important insights regarding ways in
which individuals regulate their own experi-
ence. We now turn to a more detailed overview
of the two models.

The Cybernetic Control Model

Behavior is commonly guided by goals. People
may want to help a friend, drink a glass of juice,
drive safely, avoid humiliation, stay healthy,
relax, or achieve any other goal. Goals typically
require multiple steps to be achieved. These

steps can themselves be thought of as smaller,
intermediate sub-goals (Carver & Scheier, 1982;

Vallacher & Wegner, 1987). Thus, eating water-
melon (top goal) requires that I get it out of the
refrigerator (sub-goal), which in turn requires
that I stand next to the refrigerator (sub-sub-

goal), which in turn requires that I get up from
the sofa (sub-sub-sub-goal), and so on.

People continuously monitor their progress
toward (or away from) goals by attending to
their environment, and adjust their behav-
ior in response to stimuli that seem relevant
to the achievement of their various goals and
sub-goals. After getting up from the sofa, I start
walking towards the refrigerator. I can see that I
am still too far away to reach it (my sub-goal of
reaching the refrigerator hasn't been achieved),
and so I continue to walk. As I walk, I hear the
sound of an airplane flyingby. This information
is irrelevant with respect to my current goal,
and so I continue on my way to the refrigera-
tor. After a few steps, I find myself close enough
to the refrigerator and I stop-I have achieved
my sub-goal. I now switch to a different sub-
goal (taking out some watermelon). In this way,

I continuously compare the environment that I
perceive ("I am standing next to the refrigerator
with no watermelon in my hands.") to my cur-
rent goal ("having watermelon in my hands"),
and act on my environment to achieve my
goal. If there is a discrepancy between my cur-
rent goal and the environment I perceive, the
comparison process produces an impulse that
calls for a certain behavior, which is aimed at

MENTAI

reducing the discrepancy between my situation
(my perceived environment) and my goal.

Carver and Scheier (1982) formally prc.

sented this notion to the psychological commu
nity in the form of cybernetic control theory,'
as depicted in Figure l8-la.a In this modcl,

each stage of the process receives input front
the preceding stage, processes it in some wilf,
and feeds an output to the subsequent stage ol

the process. Thus, the environment is perceiverl,

and this impression of the environment is fed trr
the comparator. The comparator compares the

perceived environment to a goal (or standarcl),

and outputs an impulse, aimed at generatilrg

behavior that would influence the environmcnl,
so that it would more closely match the goal orr

the next comparison.s This impulse influencen

behavior, which in turn impacts the envirorr
ment. The acted-upon environment is perceivctl

again, compared again with the goal, the conr

parator outputs another impulse, and so forth,
The role of the comparator bears elaboratiorr,

as it is subtler than that of the other elemenlr

ofthe process. In the cybernetic control model,

the comparator's work is described as detcr
mining whether there is a discrepancy betweert

the environment (which the perception elemenl

provides) and the criterion or standard (which

the goal element provides). We propose a smilll
but critical addition to the "job description" ol

the comparator. After receiving input from the

perception element, the comparator determincs
the relevance ofthat input to the goal and thcn,
if the input is deemed relevant, compares tlle
perceived environment to the goal. Making
this additional role explicit helps to connect thc

cybernetic control model with the extensive lil
eratures on emotion and motivation, in whiclr
researchers have suggested that emotions arise

as a response to events that are seen as relevarrl

to one's goals (Frijda, 1988; Gross & Thompsorr,

2007; Lazarus, 1991), and that the intensity of

emotions is related to the rate and direction ul

which this discrepancy is changing (Carvcr',

2OO4; Carver & Scheier, 1990; Hsee & Abelsorr,

l99l; Lawrence, Carver, & Scheier,2002). In tlrc

example above, distance from the refrigerakrr
was a relevant input (and therefore used to detcr
mine the behavioral impulse), whereas the sourrtl
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Figure 18-1. Cybernetic control model (Adapted from Carver & Scheier, 1982)' The gray explosion

(aided by us) represents the generation of an impulse according to this model.

of a passing airplane was not (and therefore was

r)ot used to determine the behavioral impulse)'

We have also updated the diagram of the

cybernetic control model to rePresent research

lindings that are relevant to our discussion of

self-control, by adding a bi-directional link

l)etween the perception and goal elements (see

Figure l8-lb). A strong and consistent body of

research has demonstrated how goals that people

hold can bias their perception, often in a way that

would preserve or bolster these goals (Jonas et al',

2001; Kunda, 1990; Lord, Ross, & Leppet' L979;

Nickerson, 1998). Conversely, a growing body of

research has been exploring ways in which envi-

ronmental cues can activate goals, even without

conscious awareness (Bargh et al., 2001; Bonson

ct aI.,2002; Fishbach, Friedman, & Kruglanski,

2003; Forster, 2007; Kavanagh, Andrade, & May'

2004; Lowe & Levine, 2005; Mauss, Cook, &
(iross, 2007; Wansink, Painter, & Lee, 2006). As

will become aPParent in following sections, the

rrowerful connection between goals and Percep-
rion plays an important role when considering

various methods of self-control.

The canonical example of a cybernetic con-

trol system is a thermostat, which compares the

ambient temPerature (the environment) to the

target temperature (the goal). If the ambient

temperature is higher than the goal' the mecha-

nism works to lower the temperature, and if the

ambient temperature is lower than the goal, the

mechanism works to raise the temPerature' But

people differ from thermostats in a number of

important ways-not the least of which is peo-

ple's capacity to self-reflect, and their ability

to hold conflicting goals. Thus, a Person may

experience an urge to heat a room (because he is

uncomfortably cold), but at the same time real-

ize that this would be a bad idea (because this

would result in a large gas bill, which he can-

not afford). This type of internal conflict, and

the ways in which it may be resolved, is missing

from the cybernetic control model. Although

the cybernetic model provides a compelling

account of the way in which people attempt to

exert extra-personal control by regulating their

environment (namely, reducing the discrepancy

between it and their goal), the model is unable

to adequately rePresent the way in which peo-

ple attempt to exert intra-personal control by

regulating their own behavior, in part because

it focuses on ways in which impulses arise and

are acted upon, rather than ways in which these

impulses may be regulated.
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The Process Model of Emotion-Regulation

Unlike thermostats, people are capable of simul-
taneously having multiple and even conflicting
goals. As a result, people do not immediately act

on all impulses that they experience; instead,
they may try to postpone or change either the
impulse itself or its expression, using a variety
of methods. One domain in which researchers

have intensively studied such efforts has been

the field of emotion regulation. In subsequent

sections, we will generalize findings from this
field to the broader domain of self-control, to
discuss ways in which people exert intra-per-
sonal control by regulating their own impulses
and behavior.

Emotions are coordinated sets of responses
(experiential, physiological, behavioral) that
arise as a result of interacting with the envir-
onment and perceiving stimuli that are seen as

relevant to one's goals, and prepare or propel

individual to act in a specific manner (Frijda,

1988; Gross & Thompson, 2007;Lazarus, 1991).

Thus, individuals experiencing anger become

more likely to aggress, whereas individuals
experiencing amusement become more likely to
smile. In this manner, emotions function in a

similar manner to "impulses" in the cybernetic
control model.

People often try to control which emotions
they experience, when they experience them,

and how they express them (Gross & Iohn,
2003). Giggling during a solemn religious cer-

emony can be awkward. Showing envy at a

friend's good fortune is a good way to make
everybody feel upset. Getting angry at the driver
who just cut you off can be a very bad idea if
you suffer from hypertension (or ifyou are driv-
ing in certain parts of L.A.). In general, people

often attempt to up-regulate (i.e., have more
ofl or down-regulate (i.e., have less of) certain
emotions, either to feel good, or because they
believe that certain emotions are more benefi-
cial in specific situations (Tamir,2005; Tamir &
Robinson,2004).

People engage in emotion-regulation for a

variety of reasons, including the motivation
to avoid the unpleasant experience of negative

emotions, to display more socially appropriate

MENTAL

behavior, or to avoid dangerous physiologi

cal arousal. Sometimes the very experience (ot'

behavioral expression) ofa certain emotion can

be considered a temptation, as an individull
may expect to regret doing so. At other times,

people may engage in emotion-regulatiott
without experiencing temptation (i.e., without
believing that they will regret their emotional

experience in the future).
People attempt to regulate their own em<r

tions in many ways. They may imagine theil
"h"ppy place," breathe deeply and count to 10,

smile at their conversation partner while plan

ning exquisite revenge, or simply force thent
selves to display an emotion that they are nol

experiencing. To organize these diverse fornts

of emotion regulation, Gross (1998b) presentetl

a process model of emotion regulation, whiclr
divided the various methods of regulating emo'

tions into two broad categories according to thc

stage of the emotion-generative process dur
ing which they take place. Antecedent-focuscl

emotion-regulation takes place before the emo

tion is generated, whereas response-focused

emotion-regulation takes place after emotiort
is generated. These broad categories ofemotion
regulation methods can be broken down further
into subcategories, each influencing a particula r

component of the emotion-generative process

(see Fig. 18-2). The five general families of emo

tion regulation methods are: Situation selection,

situation modification, attention deployment,
cognitive change, and response modulation.

The process model of emotion regulation
is inherently descriptive, rather than prescrip

tive. It specifies different types of emotion-
regulation strategies and predicts differential
efects of using different strategies, but it does

not indicate when specific regulation strategies

should be used. Research has demonstrated
clear divergence in the consequences of using
at least two of the strategies proposed by thc
model-namely, cognitive change and responsc

modulation-on an experiential, physiological,

cognitive, and social level (Gross, 2002; Gross

& Iohn, 2003; Richards & Gross, 2000;Butler

et al., 2003; Gross, 1998a; Richards, Butler, &
Gross, 2003). Nevertheless, the process model of
emotion-regulation remains silent with respect
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Figure '18-2. Process model of

emotion regulation (AdaPted from
Gross & Thompson, 2007).The graY

explosion (added by us) represents

the generation of emotion accord-

ine to this model.

Situation Situation Attention Cognitive
Selection Modification Deployment Changetrtltlrrll
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Situation
Selection

I
Y

Situation
Modification

I
I

+

Situation

Attention
Deployment

Y

Cognitive
Change

t

Response
Modulation

vFigure 18-3. JuxtaPosition ofthe
process model of emotion regula-

tion (top half: Gross, 1998b; Gross &
Thompson, 2007) and the cYbernetic

control model (bottom half: Carver

& Scheier, 1982). The gray explosion
(added by us) represents the gener-

ation of an emotion (according to

the process model of emotion reg-

ulation) or an impulse (according to

cybernetic control theory).

lo the levels of effort and benefit associated with
cach strategy of emotion regulation in particu-

lar situations, in part because it focuses on ways

ir.r which impulses are regulated, rather than

ways in which these impulses arise in the first

Lrlace.

THr CvernNElc PRocEss MoDEL oF

Srlr-CoNrnol

( )verall, these two models of self-control bear

rcrnarkable similarity to one another in terms

rrl the process that they describe (see Fig' 18-3).

At the heart of both models is the view that

urc's behavior is motivated by the difference

lrctween how things are (one's perceived envir-
,rnrnent) and how one would like things to be

(one's goals). Although each model uses slightly
rlill-erent language to describe this process, both

Irrodels trace the root of this impulse (emotion)

trr the comparison between (appraisal of) the

r rn I and the ideal.

Although the two models describe a similar

underlying process by which impulses (emo-

tions) are produced, they differ in their focus on

possible targets for the regulatory process (see

Fig. 18- ). The cybernetic control model focuses

on ways in which people regulate their environ-

ments, whereas the process model of emotion

regulation focuses on ways in which people reg-

ulate their responses to these environments-
their impulses and behaviors. Moreover,

whereas the cybernetic control model is broadly
applicable, it does not explicitly address the

problem at the heart of self-control challenges:

The need to override prePotent responses that

may undermine important long-term goals. In

contrast, the process model of emotion-regula-

tion offered a categorization system for ways in
which individuals regulate a fairly specific type

of impulse-namely, emotional reactions'

Considering both models together allows

us to describe in detail the process by which
impulses arise, as well as ways in which impulses
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Figure 18-4. Different regulatory targets of the
two models. The cybernetic control model (Carver
& Scheier, 1982) focuses on regulation of the
extrapersonal, whereas the process model of emo-
tion regulation (Gross, 1998b; Gross & Thompson,
2007) focuses on regulation of the intrapersonal.
The gray explosion represents the generation ofan
impulse (according to cybernetic control theory)
or an emotion (according to the process model of
emotion regulation).

can be self-regulated. In this sense, the cyber-
netic control model and the process model of
emotion regulation complement each other well,
since each describes a part ofthe phenomenon
that self-control researchers are interested in.
The former describes ways in which impulses
arc externally regulated and the environment
is shaped, whereas the latter describes ways in
which such impulses may be self-regulated and
behavior may be shaped. The correspondence
between the two becomes apparent when com-
paring the constituent elements of both models
(see Fig. 18-3). Indeed, these general categories
of emotion-regulation methods can be applied to
the stages ofthe cybernetic process with respect
to any domain that can be described using a

cybernetic process, and can be used to analyze
anyprocess that requires or involves self-control.
Applying the categories of regulatory acts that
the process model of emotion-regulation offers
with the broadly applicable cybernetic process
model results in an integrated model that com-
bines the strengths from both of its predeces-
sors: Although maintaining an explicit focus on
self-control processes, the new model can easily
accommodate, describe, and analyze a broad
array of temptation situations and self-control
behaviors from a wide range of domains.

MENTAI

By integrating these two models, we havc
created the cybernetic process model of self'
control (see Fig. l8-5). According to this gen-
eral model of self-control, control of behavior
may be achieved by applying one of the follow-
ing methods, or any combination of them: (t)
Situation selection, (2.) Situation modification,
(3) Attention deployment, (4) Cognitive change,
or (5) Response modulation (see Table l8-2).
Numerous common and effective responses t(r

temptations involve using more than one typc
of method. A common example is engaging irr
an alternative activity to distract oneself (e.g.,

Feindler, Marriott, & Iwata, 1984; Patterson
& Mischel, 1976), which combines elements ol
both attention deployment and response mod-
ulation. Successful application of any of thesc
interventions will result in behaving in a man
ner that is better aligned with long-term goals
(e.g., remaining sober, or improving physical
fitness), despite competing short-term goals
(e.g., drinking alcohol, staying in bed).

In the remainder of this section, we elabo
rate on each of the five families of self-control
We explain the general principal behind each
method, and provide examples to illustrate when
and how each may be used, based on examples
from the research literature (see Table l8-2).'I'o
provide examples from a broad range ofpossi
ble internal conflicts, we demonstrate the appli
cation of each method to two cases. In the firsl
case, we present an individual who attempts
to down-regulate (i.e., reduce or inhibit) thc
impulse to consume alcohol. In the second casc,

we present an individual who attempts to up
regulate (i.e., initiate or increase) the impulse to
exercise. Following these examples, we provide
a brief overview of research findings related to
the methods of self-control that we presented.

Situation Selection

The most forwardlooking approach to sell
control is situation selection. This form ofsell'
control refers to people's attempts to choose
situations that make it more (or less) likely that
they will experience impulses that lead to desir
able (or undesirable) behaviors. In terms of thc
cybernetic control model, this technique oper
ates on the enyironmenf element of the loop.
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TABLE 18-2.EXAMPLES OF EXiSTING SELF‐ CONTROL TECHNIQUES AND THEIR

CORRESPONDiNG STAGES AND INTERVEN丁 10N ttYPESIN THE CYBERNETIC PROCESS MODEL
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1998b;Gross&Thompson,2007)The gray exPlo                              ng
to cybernetiC COntrol theory)or an emOtiOn(acCO

OF SELF―CONTROL

Cybernetic Stage Intervention TYPe Specific Techniques

Environment

Perception

Goal/Comparator Cognitive change

Behavior Resoonse modulation

Situation selection

Situation modification

Attention dePloYment

Breaking ties with drug-using associates'

Food-related stimulus control2

Hiding temPting object3

Chemical pleasure blockers'

Community reinforcements

Precommitment6

Engaging in alternative activityT

GoaI verbalizationB

Cognitive load + self-control cuese

Relaxation (e.g., deep breathing, imagery)t0

Cognitive reconstruaII
Covert modificationl2
Soft commitmentr3

Implementation intentionsra

Acceptance and defusionrs

Behavioral suPPressionrs

Engaging in alternative activityT

Relaxation (e.g., deep breathing, imagery)'0

;3MetCalfe&Mischel,1999;

Wansink,Paintet&Lee,2006;4Drugs meant to reduce Pleasurc from alcoiol consumption(egゥ
Acamprosate/

Disul■ ram/Naltrcxonel;Lut>2006;5sisson&Azrin,1986,6Aricly&ヽ Vcrtenbroch,2002,7Kavanagh,Andradc,&Disulfiram/Naltrexone); Luty, 2uu6; 'slsson d{,\zrln, lv6o; -^frcry q vYsr LErruruLrr' 1Y""' "-'*"*s
M;;^t;il; p.,ie..or &Miri"l, I926; 8Genshaft, 1983; Patterson & Mischel, 1976;'Mann & Ward, 2004; Parent'

ward, & Mann, 2007; westling, Mann, & ward, 2006; roFeindler, Marriott, & Iwata, 1984; Mann & ward' 2004;

lFujita, Trope, 2006; Magen & Gross, ,19:t;.Y1::Jt'
& Iwata, 1984; Rachlin, this volume, rtzer 6( )cnaal'

1998; Milne, O eeran & Orbell, 1999;r 2004; Kavanagh'

e.rdiud", & May, 2004; r5Baumeister, Muraven, & Tice, 2000; Feindler' Marriott' & Iwata' 1984; Muraven &

Baumeister, 2000.
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For a number of days, Ken has been successfully
abstaining from drinking alcohol Before going
to the bank, Ken realizes that his usual route will
take him right past thebar in whichhe often used
to drink. Ken decides to take a iliferent, longer
route through a local park, which does not have
any bars or liquor stores next to it. This way, Ken
reasons, he would not have to confront tempta-
tions that may be too powerful for him at this
stage.

Before moting to a new city, Barbie is deter-
mined to begin exercising regularly. As she

chooses between two potential new homes,

Barbie is left with two appealing alternatives:
one that is located very close to her workplace
in a central part of the city, and another that is
Iocated farther away from her workplace, but
close to attractitte hiking and biking trails. Barbie
chooses the lattel hoping that the accessibility of
the trails will help her exercise more often.

In these examples, Ken and Barbie chose
environments that would facilitate their goals
by eliciting (or not eliciting) impulses that they
consider more (or less) desirable. In the addic-
tion literature, overwhelming evidence points
to the power of environmental stimuli to evoke
drug craving, if these stimuli were previously
associated with drug consumption (Bonson
eta1.,2002; Weiss,2005). In terms of the cyber-
netic process, if Ken spends time near certain
stimuli (environment), he is more likelyto notice
them (perception). This may generate craving (a

consumption goal), which may lead to alcohol
consumption (behavior). Conversely, if Ken
avoids such stimuli, he is less likely to perceive
them, cravings are less likely to be activated,
and drinking is less likely to be initiated.

A related line ofclassic research in social psy-
chology discusses channel factors (Leventhal,

Singer, & Jones, 1965), and demonstrates the strong
influence that the accessibility of environmental
facilitators and hindrances has on behavior. In
Barbiet case, choosing to live in the second home
will make her more likely to perceive the trails,
exercise goals are more likely to become activated
(hiking may seem like an attractive and available
option), and she is more likely to go outside and
enjoy the trails, there\ realizing her long-term
goal of exercising more. For other examples of sit-
uation selection techniques, seeTable I8-2.

MENTAT

Situation Modification

Being in a situation that may potentially elicil

an undesirable impulse does not mean that this
impulse is inevitable. Situation modification refertt

to strategically changing the situation to influ
ence the impulses and subsequent behaviors thlt
will result from it. Because modifying a situation
beyond a certain extent can be said to produce ir

new situation, situation modification and situc

tion selection are not easily separable. In terms ol

the cybernetic control model, situation modifica
tion operates onthe situation element of the loop.

Ken, who recently decided to abstain fronr
drinking alcohol, is going to his friend's houx'

for dinner. After sitting down at the table, Kett
realizes that his friend is wearing a T-shirt thul

features an adyertisement for an alcoholic bev

erage. Continuing to face the advertisemenl
poses a risk to Ken's determination to abstaiu

from drinking, as it may trigger craving that will
be hard to resist. Ken prefers not to cancel tht
friendly dinner (doing that would qualifu as an

application of the situation selection techniqua,
and also as potentially rude). Nevertheless, Ken
does not want toface the advertisement through
out the dinner. Ken decides to modifu the situa-
tion by politely explaining this problem to his

friend and asking the friend to wear a shirt thal
does not display such an advertisement.

Barbie just started biking, but would like kt
go at a more vigorous pace. She switches on her
MP3-player, to listen to energizing music whilc
biking, hoping that listening to the music will
sustain a higher letel of efort on her part.

In both of these examples, Ken and Barbic
altered the situations they were in so as to pre-

vent the elicitation of undesirable impulses, or
facilitate the elicitation of desirable impulses.
In this way, even without avoiding the situa-
tion or choosing a new environment, Ken and
Barbie successfully prevented impulses which
they wished to avoid. Making small changes

to tempting situations, such as hiding treats
behind a screen or moving them a short distance
away, can significantly impact the power that
such temptations exert over children (Mischel
& Ebbesen, 1970) as well as adults (Wansink,
Painter, & Lee, 2006). For other examples ofsit-
uation modification techniques, see Table 18-2.
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Attention Deployment

People often find themselves in situations

that they cannot easily choose or change
(thus ruling out situation selection or situa-

tion modification), and which may give rise to
problematic impulses and behaviors. Yet even

without changing the external situation, it is

possible to selectively attend to certain aspects

of the situation, to influence the impulses that
arise. Situations have many aspects, and atten-
tion deployment refers to the way in which
individuals direct their attention within a given

situation to influence their reactions to it.
Although this method of self-control does not
change the external situation, it can be thought
of as an internal version of situation selection,

as it changes the internal situation that is expe-

rienced. In terms of the cybernetic control
model, this technique operates on the percep-

tion element of the loop.

The train that Ken is riding on his way home

from work stops between two stations. The con-

ductor's voice on the PA system apologizes for
the delay, and explains that they will be stopped

for a few minutes. Looking out the window, Ken
realizes that he is stopped right next to a liquor
store. Ken knows that continuing to pay atten-
tion to this store is likely to result in alcohol
craving, which may be too great of a challenge at
this stage ofhis abstinence. The train is packed,

and Ken is unable to move elsewhere, cannot
make the train start going (although, like many
other passengers, he dearly wishes he could),

and is unable to change the location or appear-
ance of the store. Shutting his eyes, he fnds that
his mind wanders to the store, and tempts him
to look at it more. Ken shuts his eyes again, this
time keeping himself engaged by imagining the

furniture in his apartment and trying to reposi-

tion the various pieces in his mind's eye. After
a few minutes, the train jolts back into motion,
and the liquor store disappears behind Ken's

back.

After biking for some time, the batteries in
Barbie's MP3 player have run out-and Barbie
is beginning to feel sore. To shifi her attention
away from her aching muscles, Barbie listens to
the sounds that her bike is making on the dirt
path, and improvises a song that incorporates
the rhythmic squeaks and clanks.

In both of these examples, Ken and Barbie

selectively turned their attention towards certain
aspects of the situations that they were in, and

away from others. By doing this, Ken and Barbie

promoted desirable impulses and behaviors (and

prevented the elicitation of undesirable impulses

and behaviors), even without changing the exter-

nal situations that they were in. Ken engaged in
mental imagery (Feindler, Marriott, & Iwata,

1984), whereas Barbie kept herselfbusyby engag-

ing in an alternative behavior (Mischel & Ayduk,
2004; Patterson & Mischel, 1976). Both of these

diversions served to prevent them from attending
to the stimuli that were eliciting the undesirable

impulse. In general, attention deployment can be

performed externally (..g. by covering the eyes

or ears) or internally (e.g. through distraction or
concentration). This method of self-control is one

of the first self-regulatory processes to appear in
development (Rothbart, Ziaie, &. O'Boyle, 1992),

and appears to be used from infancy through
adulthood, particularly when it is not possible

to select or modify one's situation. For other
examples of attention deployment techniques,

,cee Table 18-2.

Cognitive Change

Selecting or rnodifying our environment is not
always an option, and there are times when
we need to attend to problematic situations or
objects, which may give rise to counter-produc-
tive impulses and behaviors. Nevertheless, even

in such difficult situations, one can still change

the way in which one thinks about the situa-
tion, to alter the impulses that are generated

in response to perceiving it. Cognitiue change

refers to the way in which people can either
strategically transform the relevance of a stim-
ulus to their goal, or change the goal against
rvhich they compare the stimulus. In terms of
the cybernetic control model, this technique
operates on the goal/comparafor elements of
the cybernetic loop.

Ken, who is carrying on with his eforts to ab-
stain from drinking alcohol, is watching a movie
in which one oJ the actors plays an alcoholic
who is trying to stop drinking, and exerts super-
human eforts to this end. At the very end of the
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movie, the character surprises most of the au-

dience members by exclaiming that "no human

being can possibly resist such craings" and

Promptly embarking on a drinkingbinge. When

the lights turn back on, Kenfeels shaken-if this

impressive character could not do it, how could

he? And if he is about to ewntually fail, what
is the point of going through this sufering in
the meantime? As self-doubt gnaws at him, his

crailng for alcohol grows-if I'm going to start
drinking again at some point, I may as weII do it
now . . . But Ken manages to calm himself down,

by reminding himself that the movie is made for
dramatic efect, and doesn't really reJlect any-
thing about his own experience. Comforted by

this thought, Ken continues with his alcohol-

free evening.
Before going to sleep, Barbie decided that she

would exercise early on the following morning.
When she wakes, exercising seeffis unapPealins,

and the bed is so warm and inviting. . . Exercising
somehow seems less important at that rnoffient,
and Barbie realizes she is likely to fall back

asleep. She then decides to think about the sit-

uation diferently, and to view getting up for
exercise as a test of willpower. Can she do it?
Barbie now feels that getting up would be a sign

of strength, while staying in bed would be a sign

of weakness. Staying in bed suddenly seems less

appealing. . .

In both of these examples, Ken and Barbie

strategically changed how they thought about

their situations to elicit more desirable reac-

tions (and less undesirable reactions), even

without changing the situation or shifting their
attention away from the situation. In the ex-

ample above, Ken used a method that Feindler

and colleagues termed "covert modification"
(Feindler, Marriott, & Iwata, 1984), and which
proved helpful for aggressive school children
who learned to control their aggression when

responding to the words of others. By doubting
the realism of the events in the movie, Ken

was able to dramatically reduce the relevance

of this information for his goal of remaining
sober, and preserve his sense of self-efficacy
(Bandura & Locke, 2003; Gwaltney et a1.,2002;

Zimmerman, Bandura, & Martinez-Pons,
1992). Barbie employed a different strategy-
she reconstrued her experience and changed

MENTAI

the meaning of her choice. By thinking about

her situation as a test of an internal quality

that was important to her (willpower), Barbic

changed the appeal of her possible choices. Itt

an empirical test of this method, undergrad-

uate students who were performing a math task

were distracted by comedy video clips. Students

who were instructed to think of the distracting
comedy clips as a test of willpower were less

distracted by them, and showed less enjoyment

when they did attend to them-possibly as a re-

sult of perceiving themselves as failing on thei r

own test of willpower (Magen & Gross, 2007).

For other examples of cognitive change tech

niques, seeTablelS-2.

Response Modulation

There are times when one experiences unde-

sirable impulses which push one to act in a

way that is clearly not in one's best interests,

such as attacking one's friend, overeating, en-

gaging in unsafe sex, or generally acting in a

way which one expects to regret. Fortunately,

experiencing powerful undesirable impulses

does not necessarily result in undesirable be.

havior. Response modulation refers to the way

in which people can attemPt to directly control
their own behavior despite the impulse that

they experience to act in a certain way, by fig-

uratively (or literally) clenching their teeth and

willing themselves to behave in a manner that

is more aligned with their own long-term goals.

In terms of the cybernetic control model, this
technique operates on the behavior element o['

the cybernetic Ioop.

Shopping at a supermarket, Ken is surprised

when a salesman walks up to him and ofers
a free wine sample from a clear plastic cup.

Havingbeen abstinentfrom alcoholfor nearly a

week, the powerful impulse to accept the drink
almost overwhelms Ken. With the salesman

is holding the drink uP to him, Ken is unable

to turn his attention away from the drink and

does not have the wherewithal to think about

the situation in a new way. Instead, Ken swal-

Iows hard and forces his legs to take him away

from the maddeningly aromatic wine. Two

aisles later, sweating and breathing deeply, Ken

is able to start thinking again.
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Biking up an especially dificult part of the

trail, Barbie is having a hard time. She is out of
breath and can't stop thinking about getting of
her bike for a rest. She can't change her situation
without abandoningher exercise goal, and she is

unable to shilt her attention away from her difi-
culty, or to think about it diferently. Nevertheless,

Barbie wills herself to continue biking without
stopping, and eventually completes her exercise

routine. A few minutes later after completing her

ride, Barbie smiles to herself as she stretches.

In both of these examples, Ken and Barbie

acted in a way that was different from the im-
pulse they were experiencing. After perceiving

the wine, Ken experienced a strong urge to
drink the wine (perceiving the alcohol activated

a consumption goal), but did not comply with
this urge. Similarly, Barbie experienced a strong

impulse to stop exercising (perceiving her own

pain activated a resting and rejuvenating goal),

but acted in opposition to this urge. Baumeister

and colleagues (Chapter 20; Muraven, Collins, &
Neinhaus, 2002) have been studying this form of
self-control in a wide variety of domains, pro-
moting the theory that the capacity for response

modulation relies on a limited internal resource,

which becomes depleted as a result ofprior efforts,

much like a muscle that becomes tired following

exertion. According to this theory, such dePletion

results in a short-term reduction in the capacity

Lo successfully apply this form ofself-control (but

cf. Martijn, Tenbdult, Merckelbach, Dreezens, &
de Vries, 2002). For other examples of response

rnodulation techniques, see Table l8-2.

lvpr-rcRrrons FoR SELEcnNG
AND DESIGNlNG SEtF-CONTROL
lNrrRvenrroNs

\4rith such an array of methods for self-control,

how do we choose the method that will serve

us best? Which method is most likely to suc-

ceed, and at what cost? Are some methods

better suited for certain contexts or people? In
the remainder of this chapter, we address these

questions by considering the properties of the

different intervention methods, as well as the

role ofexternal and internal contextual factors.

H igh-Leverage versus Low-Leverage
Methods

The ideal place to intervene is usually at the

beginning. Unfortunately, the cybernetic pro-
cess is a recursive loop, and therefore does

not have a clear starting point. This difficulty
notwithstanding, we assert that intervention
at some stages can be more efficient, and thus

more likely to be successful than at others.

In particular, we propose that the cybernetic
stages can be divided into two types: high-
leverage and low-leverage. We further Propose
that self-control methods targeting high-lever-
age stages (high-leverage methods) are more

Iikely to be successful, and require less sus-

tained effort, than the interventions that target

low-leverage stages (low-leverage methods).

Table l8-3 presents our proposed prioritiza-
tion when selecting and designing self-control
interventions.
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TABLE 18-3. GENERiC PRIOR:TIZAT10N OF SELF― CONttROL MEttHODS′ BASED ON
DiViSION TO HIGH‐ LEVERACE AND LOW‐ LEVERACE METHODS

Cybernetic stage Self-control method

High-leterage methods

1. Environment
2. Goal/Comparator

Low-leverage methods

3. Perception

4. Behavior

Situation selection/Situation modifi cation

Cognitive change

Attention deployment
Response modulation

Nofe: The order ofthe stages as listed here is different from their chronological order (e.g,, Figure l8-5). See text
for the definitions ofhighJeverage and lowleverage methods.
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In the cybernetic process, a h igh-Ieveragestage
is one that exerts a strong influence on the sub-

sequent stage, but is not necessarily influenced
as strongly by the preceding stage. We propose
that the environment exerts a strong influence
on perception (the subsequent cybernetic stage),

but can clearly exist and change independently
of one's behavior (the preceding cybernetic
stage). Simila.h *" propose that one's goal/
comparator exerts a strong influence on one's

behavior (the subsequent cybernetic stage), and
yet the goal itself can be determined irrespective
of the stimuli that are being perceived (the pre-
ceding cybernetic stage). Therefore, we consider
the environment and the goal/comparator stages

to be high-leverage stages.6

In contrast, a low-leverage stage is one that is
strongly influenced by the preceding cybernetic
stage, and does not necessarily exert a strong
influence over the subsequent stage. We pro-
pose that the environment exerts a strong influ-
ence on perception, whereas perception does

not necessarily exert a strong influence on the
goal/comparator. Similarly, we propose that the
goal/comparator exerts a strong influence on
behavior, whereas behavior does not necessar-
ily exert a strong influence on the environment.
Therefore, we consider the perception and the
behavior stages to be low-leverage stages.6

Research has demonstrated that interven-
ing at any stage ofthe cybernetic process can be

effective, in terms of avoiding unwanted behav-
ior andpromoting desirablebehavior (Strayhorn,
2002a). Nevertheless, there are important impli-
cations to choosing self-control methods that
target highJeverage vs. low-leverage stages of
the cybernetic process. Interventions that tar-
get lowJeverage stages (perception, behavior)
are likely to require constant energy expendi-
ture and vigilance, since influential input from
the preceding stages will continue to feed into
them unaltered. Distracting oneself away from
a tempting object (attention deployment, e.g.

Ken's mental rearrangement of his furniture
while sitting on the train next to a liquor store)
requires sustained effort for as long as the tempt-
ing object is perceivable. Directly controlling
one's own behavior to stop oneself from acting
in a detrimental manner (response modulation,

MENTAL

e.g.biting one's lip to avoid shouting insults出 l

a friend)alSO requires sustained ettOrt, sincc

as long as the environment does nOt changci

the environment― → perception→ comparat()F

→ ilnpulse low win continue to produce thc

same behavioralimpulse,and this impulse will

have to be continuously overridden via dircct

reSPOnse modulation.This type of continuoι l‖

efFort rnay cause such interventions to back

■re,as it exerts a Psych010gical(Gross,20021

Muraven,Collins,&Neinhaus,2002;Muraveni

Tice,&Baumeister, 1998;Richards&Gross,
2000)and Physiological(Gross,2002)tol1 0:1

individuals who employ them,and can only br

sustained for a limited duration before breakinμ

dOWn(Muraven&BaumeisteL 2000;Muraven,
Collins,&Neinhaus,2002,ShifFman,1984).

In contrast,interventions that target high

leverage stages may efectively alter the trづ ec

toryofthe process and resultin a selisustaininH

change.Such an intervention,ifperfOrmed suc

cessfully9 does not require the expenditure ol

additional resources and does not tie uP prC

cious psychic resources.Avoiding exPosure to

a tempting situation (situation selection, e3

asking a waiter not to bring the dessert inenu)

removes anysubsequentneedto resistthistemp

tation,since the option is simply not availablc

Thinking about a tempting oり eCt as an oppoF

tunity to display a valued internal quality(cog

nitive change,c g Barbic thinking about getting

out of bed as a test ofwillPowett rather than a、

silnply an opportunity to exercise)changes thぐ

relevant goal against which the environment is

compared,therebyprOducing diferentilnpulscs

in resPonsc tO the same environment(Fttita Ct

al.,2006;Magen&Gross,2007).Thus,success

ful implementations of high leverage interven

tions can result in lasting change that does nol

require sustained enort,even when the tempt

ing O切 ect remains nearby and available.

The Roie of External and internai

Contextual Factors

Both external and internal contextual factors

may afect the efectiveness and suitability o「

PartiCular selicontrOl interventions With res、

pect to external factors,there are tilnes when
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high-leverage methods are inappropriate' or

when low-leverage interventions may be suffi-

eient for the task at hand. IfBarbie realizes that

she has difrculty with controlling her anger at

work during disagreements with customers,

rvoiding disagreements altogether (situation

sclection, a high-leverage self-control method)

rnay not be a satisfactory, or even possible, solu-

tion. In this case, Barbie may be wise to explore

trossibilities for cognitive change (the next-best

intervention method). Conversely, a low-lever-

rrge intervention may be a perfectly acceptable

riolution when the self-control effort does not

rrced to be sustained for a long time, as in situ-

rrlions in which in an environment is likely to

t hange very soon (e'g., swallowing nasty-tasting

r ough syruP).

Internal factors that influence the effective-

rrcss of self-control interventions include tran-

sicnt internal states such as cognitive load or

irrtoxication. Cognitive load occurs when a per-

son's cognitive resources are taxed (e'g'' being

rrslced to hold a random digit string in memory

while naming the capitols of different coun-

l lies). The effect ofcognitive load on self-control

ts not straightforward, but a number of studies

huggest that the main impact of cognitive load

Ir to make people more reliant upon salient

crrvironmental cues to guide their behavior-a
rcliance which can Promote either low or high

rlcgrees of self-control, depending on the cues

tltirt are Present (Mann & Ward, 2004; Parent'

Witrd, & Mann, 2007; Westling, Mann, & Ward,

J0t)6). Similarly, research suggests that the main

rllcct of intoxication is similar to that of cogni-

t ivc Ioad (Casbon et al., 2003; Ditto et al'' 2006;

MrrcDonald et al., 2003), by causing behavior to

hccome more dependent on external cues'

I)eople appear to underestimate the mag-

nilude of the effect that such changes will
h,rve on them (Gilbert, Gill, & Wilson' 2002;

l,ocwenstein, 1996; Nordgren, van der Pligt'

& van Harreveld, 2006), a phenomenon which

l,ocwenstein (2005) labeled "empathy gap.''

'lhis empathy gap is potentially the most per-

nlrious aspect of transient vulnerabilities of the

rorl we discussed here. The bulk ofthe evidence

iuggests that the best strategy may be to rely

lrelvily on situation selection in preparation

for times in which cognition may be impaired

(e.g., intoxication, cognitive load, fatigue), and

situation modification while in these states'

Unfortunately, people are not likely to struc-

ture environments when they do not realize

the extent oftheir future dependence on exter-

nal cues. Thus, before drinking with a group of

friends, one would be wise to avoid carrying

car keys, credit cards, or large amounts of cash,

all of which could lead to a variety of problems

in the hands of an individual who (temporar-

ily) determines how to act on the basis of the

objects around him. Similarly, before going on

a date with an attractive but unknown stranger'

one would be wise to ensure the availability of

contraceptives, rather than relying on their own

sound judgment in the event that sex becomes a

viable possibility.

Cor.tct-ustoH

In modern society, the role of self-control is

perhaps more important than it has ever been

before. Increasingly sophisticated marketing

techniques have set uP an environmentthat some

researchers consider "toxic" (Wadden, Brownell'

& Foster, 2002, p. 510), and which exerts its

influence on people of an ever-younger age' as

evidenced by a recent study demonstrating that

children 3-5 years of age reported that food

wrapped in McDonald's wrapPer tastes better

than food wrapped in plain wrapPer (Robinson

etal.,20O7). Such an environment promises an

abundance of short-term pleasure-and long-

term suffering. Harming ourselves and others is

easier than ever, as dangerous foods, drugs and

weapons all continue to become increasingly

more available, and as physical activity becomes

a matter of choice for many members of society'

Throughout our lives, the ability to successfully

navigate this veritable sea of temptations is of
the utmost imPortance.

Despite decades of research, systematic

answers about how to manage temPtations

have remained elusive, in part because there

has been no clear way to organize the multitude

of domain-specific findings. In this chapter, we

have presented the cybernetic process model

of self-control, which provides a domain-
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general framework for analyzing both the

arising and regulation of tempting impulses.
This model delineates five general families of
self-control methods, and prescribes a system

for prioritizing these methods, while consid-

ering the idiosyncratic features of the person

and the situation at hand. The five families of
self-control methods are by no means mutu-
ally exclusive-indeed, successful treatment
programs often combine several interventions
that correspond to a number of the methods in
our model (Feindler, Marriott, & Iwata, 1984;

Forman et al., 2007; Strayhorn, 2002b). The

selection of the specific techniques will depend

on the nature of the temptation, as well as the

person who will be facing it. We hope that the

model we have presented here will prove ben-

eficial for researchers and practitioners alike,
by facilitating clear communication regarding
the general and domain-specific features of
self-control.
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Norrs

We used Psyclnfo to identify peer-reviewed
publications containing the phrase "self-

control" or "self-regulation" in their title,
abstract, or descriptor from 1960 to the pre-
sent. To project the total number of publica-
tions for 2001-2010, we computed the average

yearly publication rate for the years 2001-2006
and then multiplied this yearly average by
10. Results were: 1960-1970:233; L97l-1980:
1,000; 1981-1990: 1,543:. 199l-2000: 1,324;

2001-2010: 4,550.

We use the word "gain" to mean either the
experiencing of a pleasant state, or the avoid-
ance ofexperiencing an unpleasant state.

MENTAL

3 The word "cybernetic" derives from a Greek

word meaning "pilot" or "governor," and relates

to ways in which systems (both living and non"

living) use feedback to operate more efficiently.
The term in its present meaning was coined by

Norbert Weiner (1948).

4 The original model included another sourcc

of influence on the environment (separatc

from the individual's behavior) labeled "dis
turbance." We chose not to display this com

ponent to maximize the clarity of the general

rnodel of self-control (which we present later).

5 The same authors have also postulated the exis-

tence of"anti-goals," which are standards thal
people wish to avoid, rather than approach (e.g,

Carver, 2004). For the sake of simplicity, wc

limit our present discussion to regular goals,

although we believe that our discussion applies

equally to both types ofgoals.
6 Our delineation of high/low leverage stages

is purely hypothetical, as we are not aware ol

existing research that addressed this issue.
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